Order Your 2024 Earth Science Week Toolkit Today

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Place your advance order for the 2024 Earth Science Week Toolkit today. As the premiere annual celebration of the geosciences, Earth Science Week (ESW) has become a major focal point for earth science education and outreach. The Toolkit contains a wealth of resources to support Earth Science Week (October 13-19), which celebrates the theme "Earth Science Everywhere." This year's toolkit includes:

- **Activity Calendar** from the American Geosciences Institute.
- **Activity Pages** from the Gemological Institute of America, NASA, National Cave and Karst Research Institute, and U.S. Bureau of Land Management.
- **Posters** from the American Geosciences Institute, American Geophysical Union, EarthScope Consortium, Natural Resources Conservation Service, and U.S. Geological Survey.
- **Brochure** from the National Speleological Society.
- **Flyers** from the American Geosciences Institute, Association for Women Geoscientists, Critical Zone Observatories/Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Earth Observations for the SDGs, Nutrients for Life Foundation, Ohio State University Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center, U.S. Forest Service, and U.S. Geological Survey.
- **Magnet** from Common Ground/Big Picture Productions.
- And more!

Place your advance order for the Earth Science Week 2024 Toolkit today. The toolkit is free and available for just the cost of USPS domestic shipping and handling, $9.75 for the first toolkit and $2.75 for each additional. See the AGI Store for special pricing on a multi-pack of three years' toolkits addressing different topics. The Earth Science Week 2024 Toolkit will begin shipping in late August.

For special shipping, bulk orders, and more information, email John Rasanen at jr@americangeosciences.org

**About AGI**

The American Geosciences Institute (AGI), a federation of scientific and professional associations representing over a quarter-million geoscientists, is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to serving the geoscience community and addressing the needs of society. AGI headquarters are in Alexandria, Virginia.

**Contact:**
John Rasanen, Earth Science Week  
jr@americangeosciences.org